The uses of anatomical models in medical teaching changed dramatically during the nineteenth century. The most celebrated Enlightenment ceroplastics, the royal collections directed by the natural philosopher Felice Fontana in Florence and copied for the military-medical academy in Vienna, united science and art in three-dimensional encyclopaedias of the body. According to Fontana, one could learn more from the models in six months than from dissecting scarce human cadavers in six years. But he gave up wax for wood, and by the early nineteenth century anatomists routinely disparaged his collections as white elephants. Beauty and truth no longer went hand in hand. As anatomy broke up into specialized research programmes, works intended also for the public were criticized as aristocratic luxuries and vulgar entertainments. Above all, medicine\'s rising authority was grounded in direct engagement with bodies, dead and alive. So when professors no longer had to rely on criminal corpses, but gained access to those of the poor, models were marginalized before they could seriously challenge dissection. They kept important roles in obstetrics, and gained new ones in specialties where objects were especially complex, rare, transient, hard-to-preserve and/or tiny, notably in pathology, dermatology and embryology. But wax, plaster, wood and papier mâché were uncomfortably as well as strategically placed between prepared body parts, with their stronger claim to authenticity, and drawings, which were more established and easily reproduced. By the end of the century models of normal adult anatomy, now mostly commercially made, were more widely used in medical education than ever before, but for special purposes only.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

No simple effect of increased corpse supply, this shift was negotiated by those involved in anatomy teaching at the same time as dissection was hotly debated. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe\'s appeal for "plastic anatomy" vividly links the two discussions. The poet had dissected human cadavers and as a government minister been responsible for an anatomical institute, but, as reports of grave-robbing and murder spread from Britain, the old man rejected harsh new laws to requisition pauper corpses and advocated models as a humane surrogate for dissection.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} In *Wilhelm Meister\'s Travels* (1829) a mysterious sculptor leads the troubled Wilhelm away from a beautiful female cadaver to a workshop for models. The artist, based on Fontana, explains Romantically that "building up teaches more than tearing apart, joining together more than separating, animating what is dead more than killing over again what has already been killed". Wilhelm becomes a "plastic anatomist".[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} But Goethe\'s proposal of an institute of plastic anatomy for Berlin was rejected a few weeks before he died in 1832 and histories of modelling report no further reception of his comments until the 1890s.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} This failure appears to confirm that models had lost any chance of substituting for dissection. Only recently have medical schools begun to take alternatives seriously.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}

Yet that is not the whole story. Medical professors were the main patrons and customers, but they could not dictate models' production and uses. Many modellers---a diverse bunch of artists and doctors---did accept the medical control that increasingly limited artists' autonomy. Mid-century initiatives worked around the growing dominance of dissection by collaborating with discipline-builders to carve out more specialized niches, carefully negotiating the conditions under which models of normal adult anatomy would have a role, or concentrating on lay audiences.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} But Fontana had difficulty managing artists he treated as hired hands,[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} and professors in early nineteenth-century France had to push modellers used to aristocratic commissions to submit to the disciplines of professional science.[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} The same move to learning by seeing and doing that created opportunities for makers of visual aids also fixed dissection in the medical curriculum. But though widely recognized by law, it remained controversial as a final punishment for poverty, and the relative merits of natural and artificial preparations continued to be discussed.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}

This article aims to expand our understanding of the range of mid-nineteenth-century negotiations over models and dissection, and to recover their ferocity. It is about Paul Zeiller (1820--93), a previously little-researched modeller who uncompromisingly challenged anatomical authority.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} He did not work in Paris or Vienna, the main centres of innovation,[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} but in Munich, a bastion of Romanticism and reaction. Home to an active wax industry, the Bavarian capital of the arts and sciences in Catholic southern Germany provided the conditions in the mid-1840s for Zeiller to launch an extraordinary modelling career. Following some academically acclaimed work and the creation of a university position, during the 1848 revolution he confronted the professor of anatomy, demanding autonomy and drawing on Goethe to insist that his models should save proletarian corpses from dissection. Zeiller lost this argument, but kept his job until he resigned to found an anthropological museum. He and his wife Franziska Zeiller continued through the 1860s and 1870s to campaign against "knife anatomy".

Since Zeiller was both employed by the state and extremely embattled, more voluminous documents were generated than usual for such secretive artisans, and enough survive to offer exceptionally rich evidence of what was at stake.[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} His struggles throw other modellers' strategies into relief and show that models' roles in relation to dissection and natural preparations were more intensely contested, and later, than has been assumed. More generally, the case illustrates how negotiations over the media of anatomical representation have intersected with the larger politics of death, dissection and the destitute. By also shedding light on the agendas and relations of private museums, it further expands our picture of medical science in and after 1848.

Anatomical Wax Preparator to Ludwig I of Bavaria
================================================

Ludwig I sought from his coronation in 1825 to ensoul the rational mechanism of the modern Bavarian state, created during the Napoleonic era, with history and Christianity, especially Catholicism. In this climate speculative Romanticism, especially the now deeply religious nature philosophy of Friedrich von Schelling, president of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, was in power long after it had gone out of fashion elsewhere. Art was assigned a special role in publicly cultivating tradition and rekindling the faith through which knowledge was to be reborn. Munich, already home to an Academy of Arts, gained grandiose classical buildings for museums, churches, monuments and the state\'s largest university, which Ludwig transferred from Landshut in 1826. To an exceptional degree, the city now fostered the union of science and art.[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} What did it mean to make anatomical models here?

In 1823 the outstanding anatomist Ignaz Döllinger had moved from Würzburg to the Academy of Sciences in Munich. The institute built for him by Ludwig\'s favourite architect then served the university ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Döllinger became professor of anatomy, while remaining "conservator", responsible to the academy for most of the collection. Indebted to Schelling, he was committed to empirical investigation as the means to a dynamic understanding of living things. A leading practitioner of morphology, Goethe\'s science of organic form, Döllinger promoted comparative anatomy and especially embryology. The anatomist should seek, he argued, "to reveal the laws of formation which nature follows in the development of her most noble work ... so that a body shall emerge which may be worthy to serve an immortal spirit as temporal home". In Würzburg he had inspired the ground-breaking embryological work of Christian Pander and Karl Ernst von Baer.[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"}

Yet Döllinger fell ill in 1836, died in 1841 and was not replaced. There followed a period of decline, with cramped accommodation for the many subjects still taught in the faculty\'s only non-clinical institute, low scientific output and little connection to such innovative centres as Johannes Müller\'s Berlin. Nevertheless, for all the criticism of the medical faculty as mired in speculation and even mysticism, Döllinger\'s protégés were committed to empirical work. His prosector Eugen Schneider, a full professor since 1832, was appointed acting conservator and director, and Anton Förg the new prosector. But hopes for a revival rested on Döllinger\'s young favourite, the comparative anatomist and embryologist Michael Erdl, widely published, artistically talented, devout and well travelled, including to the Holy Land, but sickly. Schneider, a popular teacher with an extensive, mainly surgical, practice, authored a few short publications, largely in pathological anatomy, but concentrated on augmenting the collection of demonstration specimens, an important sign of an institute\'s worth.[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"}

Specimen preparation and dissection classes depended on cadaver supply. In the early 1830s the Munich anatomical institute received 350 corpses a year from the nearby General Hospital. The poor were buried in the usual way at the hospital\'s expense after post mortem and/or dissection. But since many bodies arrived in the summer and some went for surgical courses, only 180 on average were available for the winter dissection season; post mortems reduced many of these to just a few usable parts. The prison across the Isar river in the suburb of Au also supplied cadavers. But though the institute counted as well supplied---it supported ninety-eight dissectors in 1833--4---students were often turned away for lack of material.[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"}

In Britain and the United States around this time opposition to grave-robbing, "burking" and dissection erupted in riots,[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} but we have less evidence of protest in the German lands. From the eighteenth century, regulations requisitioning corpses were expanded geographically and from executed criminals to include the more exposed members of various other marginal groups: suicides, unmarried mothers, the illegitimate, the unknown and the more or less unclaimed bodies of those dying in prisons, poorhouses, orphanages and especially hospitals, who would have to be buried at state expense. Pleas for exemption were common and passive resistance was widespread, but supply increased gradually with demand, seemingly without the gross British abuses that had so troubled Goethe. Anatomical institutes were widely viewed with horror and people complained about offences against public decency, but the regulations look to have been tolerated with little organized popular opposition until the mid-nineteenth century. The Catholic Church appears more relaxed about dissection, provided the remains were buried properly, but we lack clear evidence of a confessional divide; both Catholic and Protestant clerics are known to have collaborated, and class may have affected attitudes more.[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} In Munich around 1848 it was generally accepted that anatomy and the lower classes were united only by mutual fear, and critics pointed out that precisely those most afraid were most likely to be cut up. But Schneider claimed that there had been no disturbances until the revolution.[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"}

A few corpses went for "wax preparations".[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} Like most other anatomists, who saw Fontana\'s experiment as having failed, Döllinger balanced praise for models with concern to prevent the view gaining ground that these could ever substitute for dissection. He was reluctant to buy, expressed an interest in close control over modellers' work and highlighted special applications. Responding to the offer of a papier-mâché piece by the French doctor Louis Auzoux, Döllinger stated that good models could give school pupils and laypeople an idea of the structure of the human body, but not "that exact and secure knowledge" required by physicians and surgeons. "There is only one means by which the medic can be instructed in anatomy, and this is that by dissecting corpses he convince himself of the position and construction of the parts". A teacher might wish to use models, for example, to demonstrate structures as they appeared in life, but only those made under his own supervision, so that, in combination with natural preparations, they would achieve his specific purpose.[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} Schneider endorsed a similar stance: mere "illustrations of the normal human structure are always superfluous at larger anatomical institutes such as ours".[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} The keyword was "normal", for, welcoming other models, he had noted that "artificial reproductions of anatomical preparations should never be lacking in a well-appointed anatomical cabinet ... and especially in pathological anatomy deserve to be preferred to drawings".[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} Schneider valued models of specimens that were too fragile to preserve or of which important properties, notably colour, would not survive drying or storage in spirits. The main limitation was funds, for which as early as 1834 he had appealed to "the high sense of our *illustrious monarch* for art and science".[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"}

Zeiller claimed that Döllinger searched for ten years for a modeller in vain.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} Even in Munich, a major art centre with a rich waxworking tradition, it was not easy to find someone suitable. The city offered other rich opportunities, including the studios of the painter of religious frescos Peter Cornelius and the sculptor Ludwig Schwanthaler, and anatomical work would usually have struck even the many struggling artists as too constrained, low-status and distasteful.[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} Nor did the overly theoretical anatomy lectures at the Academy of Arts encourage pupils to engage more deeply; Dr Wimmer, the physician who gave them, cut a "ridiculous" figure.[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} The academy was, in any case, overwhelmingly oriented towards history painting; modelling was hardly taught. Wax was an important south German industry, its major client the Catholic church, but did not count as Art.[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"}

So, among academically trained artists, Paul Zeiller was unusual in combining a special interest in anatomy with experience using wax. The son of a merchant in Ehingen on the Danube at the foot of the Swabian Alb, after elementary school he attended the local Latin school and was then apprenticed to a chandler (*Wachszieher*). Zeiller would probably have learned to make ex votos as well as candles, but not the elaborate figures and reliefs that were the preserve of more highly skilled *Wachsbossierer*. Soon, however, his artistic talent persuaded his mother to send him to the Augsburg Art School (since 1835 part of the Polytechnic School), a feeder institution for the Munich academy, where in 1840 he progressed to study painting. In 1843 he married Franziska or Fanny Elser (1819--81), a physician\'s daughter from a nearby Württemberg town ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} Through her father, who had directed an asylum until his death in 1837, Zeiller claimed to have become curious about brain anatomy,[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"} and this may have inspired him to attend lectures by Schneider and Förg.[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"}

From 1844 the anatomists taught Zeiller to model. The artistic Erdl took the lead "through his own instruction" in introducing him to "the finer points". Dissections by Schneider and Förg provided additional material from which to work.[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} "I had ... every time to make two natural preparations, the one to shape the plaster mould, the other as a pattern", Schneider recalled.[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} For life-size models, Zeiller formed moulds directly on the tissue, and then finished and painted wax casts to match the patterns. He began with a demountable model of a human brain,[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"} but highly magnified embryological models were his major early success.

Following Döllinger\'s developmental approach, Erdl was drawing and engraving plates of human and chick development big enough to be seen in class. Though in the first place for medics, he offered the soon-standard atlas, with open religiosity rare in German embryology, to all who would "worship and adore the omnipotence, wisdom and goodness of the creator through the contemplation of his works".[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller made thirty "tables" or "boards" in human embryology, from the female sex organs through oogenesis and early development to birth, with special tables on the development of the head and external genitalia. A far cry from Auzoux\'s robust equipment to take apart and put together again, "each forms a very elegantly presented cassette, with a velours base, on which the preparations lie, and a glass cover over it".[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller\'s waxes sound closer to rarities for aristocratic collections than resilient aids for professional science. They were not just materially linked to the trade in religious accessories; Erdl\'s natural theology made them devotional objects in their own right.

Zeiller was also employed in the midwifery school, which taught an average of fifty-five midwives a year. The new director Anselm Martin had planned to import drawings from a new Prussian textbook, but since Berlin would not release them without text, he had Zeiller produce plates using the school\'s collection. Martin then asked him to make wax preparations of the development of the egg through pregnancy; these gave a "round picture", "more real" and easier to remember than flat drawings.[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"} With the institute of obstetrics, in which discipline models were also long established, the school became a crucial centre of support. The aging, conservative obstetrics professor, Johann Baptist Weissbrod, still inclined towards the Romantic nature philosophy of his youth, would be Zeiller\'s most powerful and steadfast patron.[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"}

These arrangements were informal, but then "anatomical modeller" was not a regular occupation. Medical models were made by artists, preparators and others. Most German universities had a drawing teacher, but professors' attempts to create posts for scientific artists tended to founder on the combination of demanding job description and low academic and artistic status.[39](#fn39){ref-type="fn"} Models were more of a luxury than drawings and the skill was less widely distributed. Some state collections already employed staff to prepare specimens for display---Munich\'s zoological preparator had a doctorate[40](#fn40){ref-type="fn"}---but it was rare for a medical modeller to gain a dedicated position, such as Joseph Towne enjoyed at Guy\'s. In Vienna Dr Anton Elfinger was from 1849 hired by the medical faculty to produce illustrations and models, but the money soon ran out. A little later at the University of Freiburg in Baden Dr Adolf Ziegler made embryological waxes as a zootomical *Assistent,* a position that for others was a stepping-stone to a chair, but from which he resigned in 1868 to build up a private studio.[41](#fn41){ref-type="fn"}

Zeiller\'s appointment is always presented as a personal act of the king, who was said to be proud to own a collection as distinctive as those in Vienna and Florence.[42](#fn42){ref-type="fn"} The letter came in July 1847 from Ludwig\'s favourite spa, where, at the height of the love affair that would cost him the throne, he was staying with the "Spanish" dancer "Lola Montez". With effect from 1 October, Zeiller was appointed "preparator" at an annual salary of 600 guilders. He committed himself for at least ten years to working four hours per morning, though on Sundays and holidays only in urgent cases, "diligently, honestly and conscientiously on the making of preparations in wax, plaster or papier mâché for the anatomical institute" under the supervision of its director or some other expert.[43](#fn43){ref-type="fn"} The well-connected prodigy Erdl surely played an important role, and Weissbrod as rector, or head of the university for the year, pushed the appointment through without much consultation. Schneider\'s reservations seem to have been ignored, perhaps because, without the membership of the Academy of Sciences that Erdl enjoyed, and as only acting director, he lacked status. For Weissbrod, "\[t\]he outstanding advantage of ... art treasures", than which, it was testified from Paris, "'there has never existed anything more perfect of this kind', is clear for all to see; they serve extraordinarily to facilitate and to reinforce for the students one of the first and most important elementary sciences of medicine ... With most joyful heart, therefore, I announce this most gracious decree of our most merciful King". Weissbrod also reported approval for the purchase of Zeiller\'s embryological collection. Preparator and professors looked set to collaborate in bringing the medical faculty "extraordinary celebrity".[44](#fn44){ref-type="fn"}

In Paris, Zeiller\'s models were admired in the new museum of comparative anatomy at the School of Medicine, which was hailed as expanding horizons beyond clinical practice and opening a "new era" of progress for that institution.[45](#fn45){ref-type="fn"} This praise reinforced Bavarian admiration for work that seemed so fittingly to marry science, art and religion. Yet the models were potentially problematic too: aesthetic appeal was valued over sturdiness and craft over direct investigation of nature. This, at least, is where critics would attack. For hardly had Zeiller been appointed than decades of conflict began.

"The Proletariat Could Find in His Preparations Protection for Their Corpses"
=============================================================================

Zeiller now had the security to assert himself, but with Erdl terminally ill from late 1847, Zeiller\'s key relationship was with Schneider, director in his own right at last, whose objections turned out to be serious. Anatomist and artist soon struggled inseparably over Zeiller\'s status---did he have the right to control his own working time?---and the value of models. Their positions polarized when the 1848 revolution sharpened and widened the controversy. As a ferment of proposals, including for popular science, social medicine, university democracy and laboratory disciplines, linked medical and scientific to more general political reform,[46](#fn46){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller announced that models should replace dissection and Schneider that they had no role in a university at all. How did it come to this, and what were the politics of the controversy?

Zeiller at first had easy access to natural preparations and the models and moulds he produced, and an extraordinarily free hand in ordering materials. Since the afternoons were his own, and he was allowed to sell copies of waxes he made for the university, it could easily become unclear what was owed to whom. This was unacceptable to Schneider, who had taken "the inconvenient and uninvited guest" into the overcrowded institute only when the hospital refused.[47](#fn47){ref-type="fn"} He doubted that the university would get its money\'s worth and worried that Zeiller needed more supervision. In late 1847 the senate approved new regulations stipulating that Zeiller must model only after preparations his superior had made or approved, keep a journal for both to sign at the end of every month, and hand over models and moulds.[48](#fn48){ref-type="fn"} This would severely limit Zeiller\'s independence and ability to produce copies.

Schneider watched Zeiller closely while a distinctively Bavarian version of the European revolution unfolded around them. The Montez affair had already forced Ludwig to replace a long-serving conservative cabinet with liberals. In February and March 1848 he had to concede so much that on 20 March he chose to abdicate rather than forfeit real power. Germany\'s most autocratic monarch was the only one to go. Change was limited---his son took over as Maximilian II---but the spring and summer air was heady with plans for reform.[49](#fn49){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller was already on a collision course with Schneider, but it is surely no coincidence that open confrontation erupted two weeks after Ludwig lost his crown. The revolution gave Zeiller the confidence to resist and a vocabulary in which to do so.

Schneider had heard rumours, in part from the anatomy attendant, a Mr Höß, that Zeiller was getting ready to sell abroad preparations he should have been making for the university. So Schneider, also being pestered by Zeiller\'s creditors, arranged to show two professors from the administration committee that purchased items were present and correct. They arrived at 11.00 a.m. on Monday 3 April to find Zeiller absent, pleading an eye inflammation, but Höß discovered him at home packing models. When Zeiller appeared---perfectly well, Schneider said---and opened his room with the only key, the professor had to admit that the models were mostly there, if not all finished, and that those to be sent out were copies. Schneider tried to take custody of the moulds, patterns and completed models, but Zeiller refused to give them up.[50](#fn50){ref-type="fn"}

The row came to a head the next day when Schneider and Zeiller were supposed to review his work for March and sign the book. Schneider found Zeiller taking a mould from a cross-section of brain, and remonstrated that without his knowledge it was illegal for Zeiller to open any cadaver. To which, in the presence of three witnesses, Zeiller replied, "with a rudeness I have never experienced before ... that he did not recognize any laws, the time was now past for being bound by laws, freedom prevails---he could now do what he wanted". No one gave him orders, he was employed in the institute just like the professor and had the same rights. "He had noticed for a long time that I limited and cramped him, now he was making himself free, he did not need me any more, I had just represented everything incorrectly, he wanted to prove and have investigated by a commission that I had made 16 to 18 mistakes on the preparations, then he would show me." As Zeiller cursed, Schneider tried to enforce rules he must have largely devised, while presenting himself as the mere agent of a higher power. Schneider finally asked Zeiller to give him the finished models, "so as to be able to store them, according to the order of the high academic senate, in the designated glass cupboard of the cabinet. He repeatedly refused to give them up with the remark that he would not have *his preparations* displayed in a kitchen cupboard, he would display them how he wanted." Schneider felt his authority so undermined that he left the institute and would not return until his official standing was restored. It was impossible, he argued, to supervise a man who was "not honest" with the university.[51](#fn51){ref-type="fn"}

Schneider reported to the "general conservator of the scientific collections of the state", the main mediator between the anatomical institute and the recently established Ministry for Religious and Educational Affairs. From March 1848 this was the new academy president, classical philologist and moderate liberal Friedrich Thiersch. Since he had also succeeded Weissbrod as rector, in these critical months all academic decisions passed across at least one of his desks. To allow Schneider back into the institute, Thiersch immediately barred Zeiller pending the decision of a commission of three academicians. They told him to recognize Schneider and keep within the regulations, but argued in mitigation that the "excellent artist", not easily replaced, had genuinely misunderstood the rules.[52](#fn52){ref-type="fn"} Schneider still wanted him out, and Thiersch was keen to reduce strife in the congested institute.[53](#fn53){ref-type="fn"} In June the minister ruled that Zeiller was too low-status for a decision from him, but that the modeller should stay.[54](#fn54){ref-type="fn"} Schneider\'s protest justified continuing the exclusion, and based on one charge or another it remained in force (with Zeiller on full pay) for some sixteen months.[55](#fn55){ref-type="fn"}

The same protagonists fought that winter and spring over the purchase of the embryological models that Zeiller insisted had been promised through Weissbrod in July 1847.[56](#fn56){ref-type="fn"} The medical faculty was divided: Schneider expressed misgivings but Weissbrod, now as dean, eventually secured agreement that they wanted the collection, provided the academy would pay.[57](#fn57){ref-type="fn"} In an unusually rich report delayed until after the incident of 4 April 1848, Thiersch drew on Schneider\'s views to advise against purchase. Noting the lack of space and that Zeiller could always be asked to remake the collection, he then rehearsed the division of expert opinion. While some admired wax preparations as "true works of art ... and an excellent aid for teaching and for scientific research", for others they were "scientifically quite without value or only in their embryological parts of some significance", and of little pedagogical use. They were "only more or less adequate copies" of the natural objects, the dead body and preparations made from it, with which research was concerned, and to which students should be led. Models preserved clinical pictures, especially their colours, more effectively than specimens in spirits---but exact drawings and coloured engravings did so more definitely and permanently. Models were too fragile for regular use. Worse, "such preparations could as little be called art works as the dressed wax figures that are put on show at fairs. They did not demand fine formation and brilliant shaping of nature, only through which a product of technical skill would become a work of art, but an exact as possible imitation and reproduction of that which nature shows, as would be found in the practice of any craft employing a higher technique. If such collections nevertheless not infrequently enjoyed exceptional admiration and acclaim, this came in general from the side of the curious and thus of the easily fooled crowd, which like children delight in the fine material, in the resulting delicacy and smoothness of form and the shine of the pure and shimmering colours, unconcerned by the inner emptiness and insignificance of the object." Echoing disparagement of instrument-makers and experimentalists, Thiersch rejected modelling as merely artisanal work, and models as deceiving only those lacking in scientific and artistic judgement. He concluded that, not even proper art, wax preparations "lie beyond the sphere of strict scientificity ... as a not exactly unwelcome luxury object" the state could ill afford.[58](#fn58){ref-type="fn"} In early May the ministry decided not to buy.[59](#fn59){ref-type="fn"}

That summer calls for social reform directed new attention to dissection of the poor as a form of inequality after death, and so made anatomy more generally controversial. On 2 August the carpenters' guild almost forced open a coffin to reassure themselves that the journeyman they planned to bury was inside, and Munich\'s new liberal newspaper, the *Neueste Nachrichten,* reported that two days later mourners at the burial of the butcher\'s journeyman Paul Neumair were outraged by a scandal, "which human feeling does not permit us to describe".[60](#fn60){ref-type="fn"} On 23 August the paper asked, "Is it justified to give up the corpses of the destitute without their prior consent to a despotic and for most people horrible fate? Not enough, that in hospital ... the poor must mostly perish without friend or relative; no, the thought ... of the imminent mutilation of their body must fill their last hour with double agony." It was acceptable to dissect criminals, suicides, volunteers and those whose bodies had been bought during their lives, but dissection merely for being unable to afford a burial was "a glaring injustice". Science should not fear reform, for surely its practitioners would give their own bodies---except that they did not and the university bought out any student corpses at risk of dissection. In the past the poor not only worked hardest in life, but were also tortured by the prospect, which they feared more, of being "butchered to pieces" after death, especially the women, for whom modesty was also a concern. In future neither status nor money, but a person\'s free will, should decide the fate of his or her body.[61](#fn61){ref-type="fn"} The anonymous author did not criticize anatomists directly; he targeted the hospital and proposed nothing more radical than giving the poor the money for a coffin. But the institute was vulnerable, and Schneider, who received a threatening letter, argued that Zeiller had stirred the whole thing up.[62](#fn62){ref-type="fn"}

As the forces of order regrouped, the public pressure on the institute framed the hostilities that flared up again within. In October Schneider had the police investigate Zeiller for deception in passing off the skeleton of a convict sold to a priest as that of a saint. In fact, Zeiller explained, he had been asked for a wax skeleton to clothe as a sign to a relic in the church, and, since he found this ridiculous, had had "my pupils" oblige. He was exonerated but remained excluded.[63](#fn63){ref-type="fn"} In early December, as the counter-revolution gained the upper hand and fear of the mob spread, Zeiller dramatically escalated the dispute by attacking the institute\'s management in letters to Thiersch: the previous attendant, Höß\'s father, had fed his dogs with human flesh and traded in the remains of the dead, animals were buried with human corpses and the institute supplied the General Hospital with human fat for lighting. Only models could prevent such abuses. As Schneider communicated Zeiller\'s letter, he asserted "that through his preparations corpses and natural preparations were no longer necessary, and so the corpses of the poor, of the proletariat, could be protected; the director of the anatomical institute was responsible to the people for everything that went on within it, and the proletariat could find in his preparations protection for their corpses".[64](#fn64){ref-type="fn"}

Proletarians would not necessarily have agreed. In Cambridge, we are told, "the infuriated multitude", storming the Anatomical School to recover the first pauper corpse requisitioned under the 1832 Act, was "still further excited by catching a glimpse of one or more wax models, ... which were such excellent facsimiles that they were taken for real bodies".[65](#fn65){ref-type="fn"} But Schneider blamed Zeiller that his institute was "in danger of being attacked and destroyed by the mob".[66](#fn66){ref-type="fn"} Schneider also saw his own honour and the cadaver supply threatened, allegedly for the first time. So he and Thiersch hastened to turn Zeiller\'s charges against him. Thiersch demanded prosecution for calumny of a public institution,[67](#fn67){ref-type="fn"} and in January 1849 the senate (with Thiersch now present as prorector) asked the ministry to dismiss him.[68](#fn68){ref-type="fn"}

Yet medical opinion remained divided. The hospital director expressed satisfaction with Schneider and disgust at Zeiller\'s "most brazen, most hideous lie". But the obstetrician Martin, though also categorically rejecting the accusations, excused Zeiller as "an artist worthy of real respect", "a man" of "high selflessness", with "a calm and dignified demeanour". The allegations must result from an "injurious relationship" or "a state of passion".[69](#fn69){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller, who could not easily model during his suspension, drew on Martin\'s support for an obstetric atlas dedicated to Weissbrod ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).[70](#fn70){ref-type="fn"}

The police disappointed Schneider again; reluctant to take sides in a quarrel, they found no evidence that Zeiller had spread rumours against the institute, though in late October he had reported an angry mood the police could well understand. It had taken considerable effort to avoid more graveyard incidents. "As long as cadavers from the higher classes of society are not also dedicated to anatomy", the report went on, "the lower classes see in the delivery of the corpses of their fellows ... less a scientific purpose than a distinction in rank between classes extending even after death." The poor should be given more chance to claim the bodies of those who died in the hospital and the anatomists should treat these with more respect. The police also considered it insensitive to drive prisoners' remains at dusk from Au to the university along streets much travelled by workers.[71](#fn71){ref-type="fn"} Nevertheless, the threat to anatomy appears not to have lasted the winter.

In March and April the Zeiller--Schneider dispute reached the press through unsigned articles that the modeller apparently inspired but did not write. The *Neueste Nachrichten* played his models off against dissection. "\[Zeiller\] is said to have got into an insignificant exchange of words over certain demands and presumptions of his superior, which he could not reconcile with his oath of office and his honour as an artist, which incident was used by his personal enemy for long-drawn-out persecution and accusations". But foreign countries would not be spending millions on unnecessary models and Zeiller cost much less. Models were useful in teaching and served the general public as, allegedly, the only means for popular instruction in anatomy and to fulfill "the long-held wish of the working class for equal rights after death, that is, for an honest grave". Social improvement had been an early theme of Max II\'s reign; this should be offered too.[72](#fn72){ref-type="fn"} The case was also discussed in the government-friendly *Neue Münchener Zeitung* after a series of fairly mild criticisms of anatomical teaching and the institute brought angry rebuttals from Thiersch and Schneider. In response to a question about the fate of Erdl\'s model collection, Schneider went so far as to assert that this had not been purchased because "wax preparations have neither scientific value nor afford significant advantage in any branch of instruction". Zeiller defended models, not mentioning their potential to replace dissection but accusing Schneider of rejecting what he had earlier praised.[73](#fn73){ref-type="fn"}

By this time, mid-April, the minister had finally ruled that Zeiller could not be dismissed, since the police had again found no charge to answer, but should work elsewhere.[74](#fn74){ref-type="fn"} Though unhappy that the police criticism of the institute was also passed on, Schneider welcomed what he interpreted as a ban on Zeiller. But Zeiller demanded entry "as human being, as citizen", for "\[t\]he violent oppression of the human spirit would stand in the crassest contradiction with the enlightenment of the year 1849".[75](#fn75){ref-type="fn"} The senate finally reprimanded him for insubordination and he apologized. The ministry clarified that he should work on his own premises---an alpine-style house he had built as a studio on land adjacent to the hospital building where he lived in the early 1850s---but that he must have the same access to the institute as anyone else with a *bona fide* scientific interest. Since Schneider refused to have anything more to do with him, he was supervised by Förg, for whom he was already modelling embryos and brains.[76](#fn76){ref-type="fn"} In November 1850 Förg also asked to be relieved of this duty "for ever", and Zeiller was assigned to the dean of the faculty, who delegated the task, mainly to the prosector in pathological anatomy.[77](#fn77){ref-type="fn"}

The conflict between Zeiller and Schneider was driven by the clashing interests of a modeller and an anatomy professor. Exploiting demand for visual aids, ambitious preparators, artists and technicians were, perhaps rather generally around this time, flexing their muscles and chafing under unsympathetic directors.[78](#fn78){ref-type="fn"} The loose terms of Zeiller\'s appointment, uncertainty about his status and a divided faculty helped him keep his position, access to the institute and some professorial collaborators even after an unusually public and acrimonious controversy. He and his admirers saw an "artist" who employed "assistants"[79](#fn79){ref-type="fn"} and was entitled to the same respect as a professor. University officials puzzled at the apparently independent actions of a man who behaved like "the director of the cabinet of wax preparations" but on closer examination was only a "worker" within it.[80](#fn80){ref-type="fn"} The ministry placed him among the subordinate personnel, and for Schneider he was medically unqualified, an artisan involved in neither science nor art. Conversely, though we tend to think of German professors as all-powerful, Schneider appears unusually weak not just within an institute that because of its multiple uses was difficult to run, but also in the faculty. Confronted with the prospect of medically unsupervised modelling and a threat to his fragile authority, he expanded standard arguments against models to include even Erdl\'s embryological collection. Thiersch followed Schneider\'s lead, but some colleagues refused to condemn a modeller who had so recently been so extravagantly praised. Martin enjoyed a productive relationship with Zeiller, without having to house him, and Weissbrod was heavily invested in his appointment.

The dispute started before, but was radicalized by, the revolution, which encouraged Zeiller to assert himself, popularized the language of equal rights and exacerbated, or (if one accepts Schneider\'s claim) allowed Zeiller to create, tensions between anatomy and the poor. Yet the level of threat to the institute is hard to assess---it seems to have dissipated by spring 1849---and there is no evidence that he was more generally active politically. Like many artists and artisans active in 1848, Zeiller is difficult to arrange on a simple left--right spectrum. He was supported by the conservative Weissbrod and opposed by the liberal Thiersch. Zeiller\'s most inflammatory statements mobilize rights claims, including for the poor, but are probably best understood, less as siding with the proletariat, than as placing models positively within a general chorus for improvement. A radical argument could even have helped deflect criticism that his own fragile, elegant preparations represented "an unnecessary luxury", yet another "waste of money" by the profligate Ludwig. Looking back to his early success and appointment, Zeiller would stay loyal to the monarchy, other conservative patrons, the memories of Döllinger and Erdl and a Romantic view of plastic anatomy.[81](#fn81){ref-type="fn"} But in fighting for his rights as an artist he pressed demands for independence that no university anatomist would have entertained. Where appropriate, he fell back on arguing for models as supplements; where possible, he continued to challenge dissection.

An Anthropological Museum Challenges "Knife Anatomy"
====================================================

In the reactionary 1850s Zeiller worked for the Munich professors and on his own account for sale to other institutions.[82](#fn82){ref-type="fn"} Some modellers were at this time collaborating with specializing scientists, especially in dermatology and embryology. For example, in Freiburg, Zeiller\'s contemporary Adolf Ziegler modelled to supplement the anatomy professor\'s embryological atlas, much as Zeiller had worked with Erdl. But Ziegler continued to make wax embryos, helping to create the consensus that, however limited the value of reproducing normal adult anatomy, embryologists could barely manage without models.[83](#fn83){ref-type="fn"} Refusing to specialize, Zeiller offered models of the human ear, cranial nerves, brain, heart and eye, a "female statue, half-anatomical" ([Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), a globe, busts of an operation and his atlases; he modelled in plaster and wood as well as wax.[84](#fn84){ref-type="fn"} Ziegler, a medical doctor but no embryologist, presented himself as not an author but a "plastic publisher"; he exchanged professorial control for the recognition that tied his models to print publication in the discipline. Zeiller, by contrast, claimed to know enough to appear as an author in his own right.[85](#fn85){ref-type="fn"} Though a layman, he insisted that, since anatomy was primarily about forms, an experienced artist could work independently. One medical reviewer accepted that he combined "artist and expert in his person", but most of the Munich faculty did not.[86](#fn86){ref-type="fn"}

Unusually independent too, though presenting herself in a conventionally supporting role, "modeller\'s wife" Fanny Zeiller also authored models.[87](#fn87){ref-type="fn"} Women anatomical modellers, such as Anna Morandi Manzolini and Marie Catherine Bihéron, were prominent in the eighteenth century, and dermatological *mouleuses* active (in much more subordinate capacities) in the twentieth, but though nineteenth-century women modelled various objects, no ventures into human anatomy have been reported.[88](#fn88){ref-type="fn"} Fanny Zeiller accepted that "it is not in the female nature to be able herself to approach the dissected corpse", but insisted that modelling was "a rich field for her fine skills". She concentrated on embryology.[89](#fn89){ref-type="fn"}

Paul Zeiller\'s university job gave him access to material and a certain status; minor problems and under-employment notwithstanding,[90](#fn90){ref-type="fn"} the situation remained stable. But in 1857, having completed his ten years, he demanded a chair of plastic anatomy or threatened to leave. The faculty still respected his artistic skills. Even the member who dismissed his request as a sign that he not only suffered from "arrogance" but was "in danger of becoming mentally ill, or already has done", argued that the university would get a better deal by buying his waxes piecemeal. But on the advice of the new professor of anatomy and celebrated embryologist Theodor Bischoff, who had been hired in with other non-Bavarians to raise the standard of the university, the faculty rejected the request.[91](#fn91){ref-type="fn"} In February 1858 Zeiller resigned and immediately asked for 900 guilders a year for three years, i.e., his previous salary plus expenses, to enable him to build up a collection of waxes that would render dissection superfluous. An irritated Bischoff responded that "the main error of this man, who so much overestimates himself, consists in the delusion that any artificial imitations of the structures of the human body could ever replace the study of and engagement with nature; instead he should endeavour to use his abilities to represent such objects as are difficult to study in nature because of their delicacy or smallness or because of too large demands on time and skill. ... His enterprise is foolish and has absolutely no value for medical studies, as earlier periods and enterprises and millions expended on them long ago proved ..." In the unlikely event that the project succeeded, the faculty would have to come out against it, Bischoff wrote, but he was still willing to employ Zeiller ad hoc and to support a request for personal assistance from other funds. Weissbrod, now eighty, could object only to Bischoff\'s description of "the outstandingly eminent artist" as a "not untalented man".[92](#fn92){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller asked for money again in 1862, and the following year threatened to publish a denunciation unless he was granted a pension (with back-pay), space to display his collection and either free use of the anatomical institute or the right to every tenth, fifteenth and twentieth corpse it received. Almost needless to say, the faculty resisted this blackmail.[93](#fn93){ref-type="fn"}

Private anatomical and ethnographic museums traditionally appeared in histories, not of science or medicine, but of shows.[94](#fn94){ref-type="fn"} Historians are now reconstructing the relations and traffic between commercial displays and state institutes, while acknowledging the work that showmen and professors put into keeping them apart. In university museums and fairground exhibits even the same models could acquire very different meanings.[95](#fn95){ref-type="fn"} For Munich, such research has begun for the decades around 1900, but the picture of the 1860s is still dominated by the foundation of the initially unsuccessful state ethnographic museum.[96](#fn96){ref-type="fn"} More generally, our understanding remains asymmetrical: we readily assign university anatomists to disciplinary orientations, but are only beginning to differentiate between private museums. At first sight, the mix of sensation and education appears the same. By approaching Zeiller\'s museum through his distinctive agenda, and by comparing the range of his exhibits, we can begin to recover how this one stands out.[97](#fn97){ref-type="fn"} Leaving the specifics of his anthropology and its relations to Darwinism on one side, the focus here is on his claims for models versus dissection.

Following a general political thaw, the museum opened in 1861 and again every summer through the 1860s and 1870s. Zeiller thus contributed to a mid-century expansion of such institutions---including Joseph Kahn\'s in London, Pierre Spitzner\'s in Paris and A Präuscher\'s in Berlin and other German towns---some of which may already have displayed his models.[98](#fn98){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller justified the venture with conventional appeals to know thyself and praise the creator in his greatest work. Anatomy, which had remained "until now almost exclusively the property of a single corporation", must become more fully the basis of medicine, surgery, art and everyday life. He targeted the general public, especially teachers and parents, and students of art and medicine.[99](#fn99){ref-type="fn"}

With a programme that was safe by the standards of Kahn, Spitzner and Präuscher, Zeiller set a more serious tone. He showed the apparatus of locomotion, sense organs, the brain, general anatomy ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and embryology, plus a "gallery of peoples" modelled after drawings, descriptions and exotic visitors to Munich, London and Paris. There was the obligatory Venus and a host of other female and male figures in various states of undress and dissection, but no obstetrical operations, torture chamber, teratology or isolated genitalia, let alone any venereal disease.[100](#fn100){ref-type="fn"} Also unusually, Zeiller focused on models alone. The science had been offered, he claimed, exclusively through dissection for medics and in books that, even with flat pictures, "the initiated" alone could understand. Only modelling, which he presented himself as introducing to Germany, could build "a bridge across which the thinking layman can comfortably reach the deepest mysteries of the creator".[101](#fn101){ref-type="fn"} Yet though from the late eighteenth century laypeople were increasingly excluded from dissections, they could already see wet and dry, natural and artificial preparations in, for example, Präuscher\'s museum and the Munich anatomical institute.[102](#fn102){ref-type="fn"}

The museum guides avoided confrontation, but Paul and especially Franziska Zeiller also campaigned more explicitly against official opposition. Paul had mentioned Goethe in print as early as 1849,[103](#fn103){ref-type="fn"} and he became a particularly attractive resource in spring 1864, when the Zeillers' museum toured to Frankfurt am Main. Here they were snubbed by the conservative Senckenberg Society for Research into Nature but welcomed by the German Independent Academy, a radical post-1848 attempt to create a national institute in Goethe\'s natal home.[104](#fn104){ref-type="fn"} Franziska Zeiller spoke and wrote on her husband\'s behalf while he was indisposed with "a nervous complaint"; his persecution justified a wife\'s leaving "the quiet sphere of domesticity" and arming herself "with manly courage". In a long article in a liberal-democratic newspaper quotes from *Wilhelm Meister* helped explain the "artificial oppression" of plastic anatomy in Germany.[105](#fn105){ref-type="fn"}

Art and science might have worked together hand in hand, Franziska Zeiller argued, but for the "knife anatomists", "natural opponents" who unfortunately had the power to decide the value of models. So no collection bore the name of the "oppressed artist" who had produced it, only that of the scholar in charge. "Zeiller dared for the first time to attempt to clear an honourable path for himself and for his colleagues."[106](#fn106){ref-type="fn"} As a "sculptor and anatomist", he boasted of making his own natural preparations and claimed property rights in his wife\'s alleged discoveries in embryology.[107](#fn107){ref-type="fn"} He reckoned to follow Goethe not just in plastic anatomy, but also in a morphological approach that required the artistic training Erdl had enjoyed but most anatomists lacked.[108](#fn108){ref-type="fn"}

Recognizing dissection as the fount of anatomical knowledge, the Zeillers insisted on its didactic shortcomings. One picture gave way under the knife to another until any possibility of an overview was lost. The healthy living body could not be known just by cutting up decaying, diseased cadavers---even without the perennial problem of supply. Procuring more corpses meant that "innocent poverty is ... punished in vain", when better use should rather be made of the teaching material to hand. Drawings, useful for exchanging knowledge among specialists, were unsuitable for beginners. Only modelling recreated what decay and dismemberment destroyed, and so turned cadavers into memorable, permanent pictures of the living body.[109](#fn109){ref-type="fn"}

Less radically, the Zeillers argued that, since there was not enough time in the medical curriculum for dissection, students would learn more if they had visited the museum first. Scientific descriptions supplemented the popular guides and the Vienna anatomist Joseph Hyrtl was enlisted as a witness to the value of using visual aids, including models, before hearing lectures and dissecting.[110](#fn110){ref-type="fn"} But anatomists still rejected Zeiller\'s project. In 1871 Bischoff testified that though he "possesses an exceptional level of ability in making wax preparations with elegance and taste", and his models were usable when he followed instructions, "he lacks the necessary anatomical and particularly embryological knowledge" to produce adequate work on his own. "Since, however, he ... takes himself for one of the foremost anatomists, and for this reason is very impervious to instruction and advice, many of his representations are simply not correct".[111](#fn111){ref-type="fn"}

Zeiller did better at the Academy of Arts, now Germany\'s leading art school, which gave his museum free use of their exhibition building on Königplatz opposite the Glyptothek. When Emil Harless, the associate professor of physiology who had revived their anatomical teaching in the early 1850s, fell ill in winter 1861--2, they recommended students attend Zeiller\'s "anatomical course", and the following summer even covered the three-guilder fee for the poor but diligent.[112](#fn112){ref-type="fn"} Franziska Zeiller claimed a few years later that after the incumbent professor of anatomy died, teachers and pupils unanimously elected Zeiller to succeed, only for the faculty to change its mind.[113](#fn113){ref-type="fn"} Yet there was no anatomical chair, the academy just paid a lecturer, and the ministerial file tells a different story about how the deceased Harless was replaced. Perennially concerned that the anatomical teaching should not be too theoretical, the academy planned to take half of the lecture time for students to draw muscles and bones from models. But though the art professors found Zeiller\'s preparations "excellent", "his demands in relation to their purchase exceed by more than tenfold the sum which the academy could spend; he is also less trained for the lecturing itself than for the modelling work, and our experience with him is not such that we could expect that he would willingly organize his teaching according to the wishes and purposes of the academy. Using his preparations we would be dependent on him, which could have considerable disadvantages." So they decided instead to employ a new *Privatdozent* at the university, Julius Kollmann, to lecture on anatomy and inexpensively to prepare some models in plaster and painted papier mâché, from which one of their own assistant teachers would run classes in anatomical drawing.[114](#fn114){ref-type="fn"}

Though lacking state recognition, the Zeillers did good business.[115](#fn115){ref-type="fn"} They continued to set up the museum every summer, from 1871 in the Crystal Palace built for the 1854 industrial exhibition. Fanny, their sons and employees did much of the work, while for his health Paul spent ever more time south of the capital "on his country estate" in the village of Grünwald.[116](#fn116){ref-type="fn"} They did not gain a permanent centre of instruction, but in 1879 bought the medieval Grünwald Castle at auction for 10,600 marks.[117](#fn117){ref-type="fn"} Franziska died in 1881 and Paul in 1893 of the complications of a fall in about 1887.[118](#fn118){ref-type="fn"} Their sons Robert (1846--1918) and Paul junior (1851--1923) trained as sculptors. Robert briefly co-ran a panopticon with the scion of another modelling family, Emil Eduard Hammer, in Munich\'s Café Luitpold.[119](#fn119){ref-type="fn"} Paul studied at the Academy of Arts and was then apprenticed to a mechanic; he supplied clockwork waxworks to panopticons all over Europe. He also took over the castle. Visitors saw the anthropological museum and took refreshments; neo-romantics in armour became the fearlessly inebriated knights immortalized by the comedian Karl Valentin.[120](#fn120){ref-type="fn"}

Financial success apart, it might seem clear that Zeiller lost his battle over models versus dissection. In 1907 instruction at the cadaver was entrenched in a 600 m^2^ dissection hall in Munich\'s splendid new art-nouveau anatomy building. But university anatomists here as elsewhere were increasingly concerned to offer visual aids, including models, from which students could revise.[121](#fn121){ref-type="fn"} Provided the professors could set the terms, they were keen to collaborate with modellers on normal adult anatomy.[122](#fn122){ref-type="fn"} Today, as other medical schools abandon dissection altogether, Zeiller\'s arguments resonate anew. Nor is it obvious that his family history represents any general split between popular museums and state institutions. Paul junior and Robert Zeiller did not re-establish relations with the university, but Hammer, who became one of Germany\'s most prominent panopticon owners---he later put on a "people\'s medical museum" and hygiene exhibitions---was awarded the (honorary) title of *Universitätsplastiker* and Munich\'s anatomical institute was and is full of his models.[123](#fn123){ref-type="fn"} Eugen Schneider is now forgotten even there, but a large Zeiller statue is prominently displayed ([Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusion
==========

Goethe\'s plea for plastic anatomy was neither the last nineteenth-century attempt to promote models as alternatives to teaching by cadaver dissection, nor the most sustained. Paul and Franziska Zeiller were still working nearly half a century later to realize a vision of artificial anatomy, not just for laypeople and artists, but also to replace medical instruction at the corpse. He may have seriously worried the Munich anatomists for only a few weeks, but the challenge lasted, and continued to provoke responses, for two to three decades. It should expand our political geographies of modelling, of dissection and of the institutions of medical science.

Paul Zeiller\'s remarkable trajectory links the various milieux of modelling in the nineteenth century, from royal collections to popular shows, from in-house work for institutes and clinics through general businesses supplying universities, schools, museums and individuals to Adolf Ziegler\'s network of authors and purchasers among the leading professors. Many of these artists' careers involved struggles for recognition by medical authority and the state. In a ferment of activity around mid-century, Ziegler and Zeiller respectively represent extreme cooperation and conflict with academic medical patrons and clients: if Ziegler shows how models could achieve high status, Zeiller defines the limits of defiance. Comparison throws their contrasting strategies into relief. Ziegler differed less in his medical degree than in his management of scientists. He submitted to academic control, while Zeiller, claiming to be an anatomist in his own right, competed to teach the science to doctors and artists. Ziegler created an opportunity from specialization; Zeiller exploited the peculiar conditions of *Vormärz* Munich to resurrect a vision of encyclopaedic anatomical instruction for all. Franziska Zeiller\'s prominence in the partnership is also unconventional. This was an exceptional couple, but more conciliatory modellers also had to negotiate the issues that the Zeillers' controversies make so richly explicit.

Paul Zeiller appears to have identified with the revolution as underwriting artistic autonomy against arbitrary authority, and with liberal demands for equal rights and access to knowledge. But he remained loyal to a selective image of the Restoration patrons to whom he owed his position, the monarchy and some conservative professors, harked back with Goethe to Florence, and ended his life in a castle. In 1848, by aligning his campaign for recognition as an artist with popular unrest at inequality after death, he made the politics of models intersect with those of anatomical corpse supply. Systematic research on dissection of the destitute is only beginning for the German lands in the nineteenth century; the reports from Munich are rare evidence of an attempt to mobilize public opinion for reform. More generally significant is the way these larger politics were bound up with technical debates over teaching methods and fought out within anatomy institutes as well as around them. Artists, preparators and technicians occupied strategic positions that deserve further study: participating in the everyday work of the science, they were well placed to mediate---or stir up trouble---between professors and plebs. The status of dissection, models and other visual aids continued to be negotiated in their struggles for recognition.

Many scientific enterprises were founded in the German lands in response to political frustration in the reactionary 1850s and then to the new era after 1858, but the emphasis has been on civic associations, the museums they created and, especially, print.[124](#fn124){ref-type="fn"} Zeiller\'s venture turns out to belong in the same frame. Exploring further such prominent sites of anatomy and anthropology during the first middle-class engagement with Darwinism should refine our understanding of similarities and differences among commercial museums and between them and state institutions. It is already clear that though accounts of Zeiller\'s life have presented his university post as a simple springboard for a family of artists, showmen and castle owners, the museum in fact continued a contest for authority begun in 1848. Indeed, it was apparently not until the 1860s, for the German Independent Academy, that Franziska Zeiller publicly articulated the full-blooded critique of knife anatomy. Recovering their campaign reveals hidden politics of modelling, dissection and medical science.
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![The neoclassical façade of the Munich anatomical institute by Leo von Klenze. On the north-east corner of the Theresienwiese, site of the Oktoberfest, the institute, which was greatly enlarged in 1855, was only a block away from the large General Hospital. From Ignaz Döllinger, *Bericht von dem neuerbauten anatomischen Theater der Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften*, Munich, 1826, plate 1. Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen.](medhis5103-279-01){#f1}

!["Self-portrait" of Paul Zeiller in 1841, when he was a student of painting at the Munich Academy of Arts and presumably already engaged to Fanny Elser. The characteristically Biedermeier work looks to his future as painter and husband, not modeller or sculptor, let alone anatomist. Elser\'s pose echoes that of the statue in the background; Zeiller thus shows himself painting his own Venus. From 'Ehren-Buch der Familie Paul Zeiller II', *c*.1918, courtesy of Elsbeth Schramm. Original dimensions *c*.19 × 15 cm.](medhis5103-279-02){#f2}

![Title-page of Paul Zeiller\'s obstetric atlas, advertising his university affiliation. The vignette engraved by the Munich artist Peter Herwegen, who also lithographed many of the plates, shows the armamentarium and specimens. From Paul Zeiller, *Geburtshülflicher Hand-Atlas, nebst beschreibender Erklärung*, Munich, im Verlage des Verfassers, in Commission bei Ch. Kaiser, 1850. Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine.](medhis5103-279-03){#f3}

![Full-size female statue in plaster, half-anatomical, signed "P. Zeiller". Paul Zeiller senior displayed such a model at the Munich industrial exhibition of 1854 and in his anthropological museum; this one has been repainted. Anatomische Anstalt München; photo by Prof. Dr Rainer Breul.](medhis5103-279-04){#f4}

![Photograph of an "\[e\]nlarged anatomical head modelled by Paul Zeiller I in the year 1860--1864 in Munich", possibly the most dissected in a series of three enlarged male busts displayed in his anthropological museum: *Führer durch die Säle des anthropologischen Museums*, Munich, 1862, pp. 40--2. From 'Ehren-Buch der Familie Paul Zeiller II', *c*.1918, courtesy of Elsbeth Schramm.](medhis5103-279-05){#f5}
